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Freddie and Sebbie is currently promoting a safety seat sunshade on Amazon,
which they assert can be utilized to safeguard children's delicate skin from sunburn,
as well as keeping them cool...

(Newswire.net -- April 16, 2015) Las Vegas, NV -- Experts have actually been saying for a
number of years that an over-heated car seat can damage the soft and sensitive skin of
youngsters, and in some cases even nasty burns. Freddie and Sebbie has recently
revealed the launch of a fantastic accessory, that assures to keep a kid's safety seat cool,
while an automobile is left parked and left under direct sunlight. Solely sold on Amazon, the

accessory description states that the safety seat sunshade is made of lasting materials, it's simple to set up, and perfect
to protect a child from being burnt by a scorching car seat.

 

Main representative, Neil Speight, described the innovative accessory as a Godsend for all parents who have a safety
seat set up in their car. He also said: "The safety seat sunshade for kids is made to a really high standard, which
assists to keep the safety seat temperature level lower in heat conditions, while keeping an ambient safety seat
temperature, so kids can permanently be safe and feel relaxed, while traveling in an automobile. The elastic lining of
the sunshade indicates that it will fit many safety seat brands commonly seen on Amazon."

 

The spokesman said that the sunshade was easy to remove, and simple to keep clean. He added that much like all
their other accessories sold on Amazon, the Freddie and Sebbie safety seat sunshade additionally had a life time
replacement assurance, which he says their customers actually do value greatly. He added: "The window sunshade
has actually been created to deflect sun rays and glare, which assists to keep the coolness inside the car. Youngsters
will certainly find it a lot more comfy to travel in, when an automobile is safeguarded by several of exactly what can only
be called the ultimate in heat defense for auto safety seats."

 

Neil concluded by saying that this Freddie and Sebbie automobile accessory would be enjoyed by both parents and
children. He added: "The safety seat sunshade is drawing in a large amount of attention, with many Amazon
consumers leaving exceptionally favorable reviews, helping to motivate other parents to try out the product too. The
product is backed by a problem-free cash return policy, so there's definitely no risk factor in trying the accessory out.
Complete product information about discount rates and assurances, can be solely seen on the Freddie and Sebbie
Amazon store."

 

To find out more about the Freddie and Sebbie products and specific details and purchasing for the safety seat
sunshade, just vist: http://www.amazon.com/Car-Seat-Sunshade-Freddie-Sebbie/dp/B00LOE7FG8/ref=sr_1_2?
ie=UTF8&qid=1429216136&sr=8-2&keywords=car+seat+sunshade
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